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Introduction
As the war unfolds in Ukraine, the understanding of its impact on the global economy is
changing rapidly and some excellent analysis has already been produced. In this paper,
Amundi Technology and Amundi Institute have used the Causality Link platform to analyse
the current state of our international situation in order to provide some projections
regarding the future. By combining technology, information access, artificial intelligence
(AI) and research, Amundi has the capacity to analyse in real time the impacts on the
global economy. Two elements stand out from our analysis:
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First, European car manufacturers have been hit badly by the supply chain fallout of
this war, with no relief in sight.



Second, a predictable food shortage (mainly regarding wheat) will hit Africa in the
coming months and years and will exacerbate an already difficult situation due to the
recurring drought issues – in Egypt and Yemen, in particular.

This is by no means an exhaustive description of the consequences of the war, but a
demonstration of the power of Natural Language Processing (NLP) applied to over
50,000 texts per day in 27 languages, with a focus on real-time causal link extraction. The
Causality Link platform relies only on the automatic processing of news, which provides
a unique ‘wisdom of crowds’ point of view. Such evidence can help provide a deeper
understanding of AI processes regarding the global economy. This paper is the result of
a collaboration between Amundi Institute, Amundi Technology and Causality Link.
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Multi-faceted analysis
We have used three different angles for this analysis:


Immediate angle, corresponding to the revenue decline of companies that cease to
do business in Russia or with Russia;



Intermediate angle, which corresponds to predictable impacts of shortages of

commodities, agricultural products or industrial components that were provided by
Ukraine or Russia; and

 
Long-term impact – that is, 2023 and beyond – as far as this can be predicted now.
We do not focus on companies that are headquartered in Ukraine or Russia, as the
disruptive effects on these companies are different than those for other companies
in the world
Thierry
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Eric JENSEN
Founder and CTO,
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Before we dive into the different angles, it is important to look at a big picture of the
impact of the Ukraine war. Figure 1 on the following page shows the results of a request
about the causal links between the war and its consequences, where we have only
retained the most mentioned links, and shown only the industry and KPI results. We have
then coloured the results by KPI: risk is green, prices are tan and production is purple.
We have also selectively shown the most important cross-links. Our current causal chart
contains about 44 million causal links and therefore some creativity is needed to display
the fraction that best answers a specific question. However, it takes only a few seconds
to query the data lake and obtain a result, which can be updated in real time.
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Figure 1. Causal chart centred on the Ukraine war
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Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.

“The causal pathways
explaining the impact
of the war on food
production are multiple
and paint a bleak
picture of the future of
global food production
or oil prices”.

This chart answers the question regarding the industries for which production is most
impacted: automobiles, electric utilities, energy and aerospace, and defence. We have
not indicated whether they were impacted positively or negatively, but only that
information is available inside the causal graph. Two industries (food and oil) emerge as
sufficiently significant to produce intermediate causal links: between the war and food
production KPIs, on the one hand, and between the war and oil prices, on the other. In a
sense, this indicates that the causal pathways explaining the impact of the war on food
production, for example, are multiple and paint a bleak picture regarding the future of
global food production or oil prices.
Figure 2 shows the same graph with more detail. For example, ‘food products’ are
decomposed into ‘food_products’ plus ‘wheat’ plus ‘grains’ plus ‘agricultural_products’.
This decomposition is the result of the visualisation of agricultural products with the
highest number of mentions in the graph. It is easy to see how complex the graph
can quickly become and the value of the node aggregation mechanism we use. All
nodes could be made clickable to enable navigation at any level in this complex causal
diagram. Interesting highlights found in this graph include the additional impact of the
war on tourism, which was previously mostly impacted by Covid-19, the impact of the
war on gold, and bitcoin, increased cloud security, agricultural products, and nuclear
power risks.
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Figure 2. Expanded causal graph centred on the Ukraine war
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Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
When graphs become too complex, it is always possible to revert to the tabular format.
In table 1, we explored the number of causal links between the war and the top 100
indicators detected during 2022. The names of these indicators are composed of the
industry (such as ‘gasoline’ or ‘wheat’) and the KPI (such as ‘prices’ or ‘production’).
Indicator detections contain a lot more information, but this aggregated point of view
conveys the essence of the impact on a variety of industries and KPIs while the count of
links provides a good assessment of the relative interest in our corpus for each of these
impacted combinations.
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Table 1. Top 100 direct industry and macro impact of the Ukraine war
Target key

Link count

Target key

Link count

Target key

Link count

Target key

Link
count

crude_oil-prices

469

world-human_
rights

21

capital_marketsproduction

8

cryptocurrencyassets

3

capital_marketsstock_market

197

wheat-production

20

capital_marketsprices

8

world-epidemic

3

gasoline-prices

187

grains-prices

20

commercial_
aircraftproduction

8

agricultural_
products-market

3

energy_sectorprices

165

brent_crude_oilprices

19

materials_sectorproduction

8

higher_educationusage

2

crude_oilproduction

89

crude_oil-market

18

oil_gas_
consumable_
fuels-revenue

8

usa-project

2

world-gdp

85

semiconductorssupply_shortage

18

military_bombproduction

8

agricultural_
products-crops

2

world-population

78

military_bombrisk

18

food_productsrisk

7

water-operations

2

oil_gas_
consumable_
fuels-prices

75

crude_oil-export_
activity

17

health_care_
sector-risk

7

automobilesdemand

2

food_productsproduction

66

nuclear_powerrisk

17

automobiles-risk

7

natural_gasproduction

2

usa-trade_war

60

capital_marketsmarket

16

gold-risk

7
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2
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58
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16
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7
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2
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44
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16
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7
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products-total_
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2
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43
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15
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6
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2
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6
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1
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40
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5
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1
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5
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1
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11
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5
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1
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11
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5
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activity

1

crude_oil-risk

27

financial_
technology_
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10

agricultural_
products-risk

5

capital_marketsinvestment

1

natural_gasprices

26

liquid_natural_
gas-prices

10

steel-production

4

sugar-prices

1

grainsproduction

26

bitcoin-prices

10

usa-interest_rates

4

agricultural_
productsdevelopment

1

tourism-revenue

25

world-holiday

9

agricultural_
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4

tourism-risk

1

crude_oilrevenue

24
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sector-demand

9
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4

housing-market

1
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23
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Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
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Immediate angle
We now turn our attention to the direct impact of companies that have ceased
activities in Russia due to this Ukraine war. A growing number of public companies have
announced in past weeks that they would stop operations in Russia. We display in figure
3 the daily count of the companies that have already made such an announcement.

Figure 3. Number of companies announcing they have stopped business activity in
Russia
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Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.

“The variety of the
industries touched by
the companies that are
shutting down gives
a good idea of the
pain inflicted by these
sanctions for consumers
in Russia”.

We can get a more precise idea of the types of shutdowns by looking at the mentioned
KPIs. This is shown in table 2, where we have split this between business activity,
deliveries, operations, production and sales. Not all companies were manufacturing in
Russia, which explains why the production column has fewer entries than operations or
sales. The variety of the industries affected by the companies that are shutting down
gives a good idea of the pain inflicted by sanctions on Russian consumers (consumer
discretionary, consumer staples and part of industrials). However, one can also wonder
about the coming impact on the Western world of such a large number of industrials or
information technology companies closing shop in Russia.
Table 2. Count of companies indicating they will seize or halt activity in the KPIs mentioned
KPI

Business
activity

Deliveries

Operations

For professional investors only

Sales

Communication services

0

5

13

4

5

Consumer discretionary

2

37

41

16

36

Consumer staples

2

12

22

8

10

Energy

0

0

6

1

0

Financials

0

1

11

1

2

Health care

0

2

3

1

1

Industrials

1

23

22

8

7

Information technology

0

18

21

11

20

Materials

0

1

9

7

2

Real estate

0

0

3

0

0

Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
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Our causal links for specific companies can also be used to examine the evolution over
time of the main events impacting the production of these companies. We selected two
major European car manufacturers that have been extremely impacted by this war and
show in table 3 the evolution over the past nine months of the events that were most
mentioned in our corpus as impacting their production. The first conclusion we reached
is that for both companies, the (semiconductor) supply shortage was the main event
impacting their production until March 2022, when it has been replaced by war and
sanctions. Semiconductor shortage concerns have not disappeared, but they have been
superseded by the consequences of the war. The semiconductor shortage itself might
be made worse by this war in the coming months.

Table 3. Main type of events impacting production over the past nine months
Events per month impacting production
KPI

Date

Com
pany

Cause
rank

Group
1

Group
2

Jul-21

Aug-21

Sep-21

Oct-21

Nov-21

Dec-21

Jan-22

Feb-22

Mar-22

1

no deal
Brexit

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

war

2

supply
shortage

coron
avirus

coron
avirus

regul
ation

pand
emic

Brexit

coron
avirus

war

outage

3

Brexit

regul
ation

pand
emic

reform

project

resig
nation

tax
cuts

sanctions

4

coron
avirus

pand
emic

covid19
variant

covid19
variant

pand
emic

supply
shortage

5

tax cuts

project

6

plan

tax cuts

1

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

supply
shortage

war

2

war

coron
avirus

regu
lation

holiday

pand
emic

coro
navirus

coron
avirus

pand
emic

sanctions

3

regul
ation

holiday

epid
emic

pand
emic

plan

Christ
mas

expo
sition

coro
navirus

supply
shortage

4

pand
emic

expo
sition

election

coron
avirus

pand
emic

consumer
electronics
show

war

outage

plan

epidemic

5

project

6

pand
emic

7

battle

protest
electr
ification

Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
A French car maker – whose stock price is represented by the green line in figure 4 –
has suffered from the microelectronic chip shortage over the past two years, and the
Q3 results announcements in October 2021 brought the production indicator (blue line)
into negative growth territory. The situation forced the car maker to announce on 18
February 2022 that the shortage would reduce its 2022 production by 300,000 units
compared to 2020 and by 500,000 units in 2021. This piece of news hit our future
production indicator. The issue has been compounded by the Ukraine war, especially
because the French car maker owned a Russian car manufacturer, which planned to
produce 265,000 Lada in 2022, but halted its production in Russia in the second week
of March. This brought its stock down significantly, causing a second dip in our future
production indicator.
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Figure 4. Production signal for a French car maker over the past 18 months
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Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.

Intermediate angle
Our intermediate angle of analysis focused on a rapidly growing story of supply-chain issues. Over
the past three years, the automotive industry has been hit by the electric vehicle (EV) transition,
Covid-19-related issues, a semiconductor chip shortage, and protests in Canada. It now faces a
potential cascade of shortages and plant closures linked to the Ukraine war. Auto plants of major
European and Japanese car makers located in Russia and Ukraine had to close due to shortages
of imported parts. This shortage proved particularly acute for a Dutch auto maker – created in
2019 out of the merger of two larger European car makers – which as recently as 25 January 2022
was planning to export vans made in its factory in Russia to the rest of Europe. Also, a French car
maker – which has had a majority ownership stake in the Russian manufacturer of the Lada brand
since 2016 – had to close its plants on 9 March due to the lack of spare parts.

“The downstream
impact of fertilizer on
food production for the
world cannot be underestimated”.

The disappearance of the flow of parts manufactured in Ukraine, such as wiring harnesses, has
forced two German car makers to shut their plants in Eastern Germany. There is no doubt that
the shortage of manufactured parts from Ukraine and Russia will hit the European manufacturing
industry in general due to the widespread nature of the supply-chain network and the growing
strength of Ukraine’s industrial production in recent years. This fallout should last for quarters, if
not years, because many of these plants will have to be rebuilt, be it in Ukraine or in other countries.
A third wave of issues will eventually come from the consequences of a looming shortage of raw
materials. Neon and palladium have been mentioned as most critical for the manufacturing of
semi-conductors. Ukraine was producing the majority of the world’s semiconductor-grade neon
(itself a by-product of the steel manufacturing plants in Russia and Ukraine), which is required for
the operation of modern lithography machines used in semiconductor plants. The consequences
of this neon shortage will be felt as an increased semiconductor shortage in the United States
within a few months. The commodity shortage driven by the Ukraine war also includes palladium
– used both for semiconductor manufacturing and for the catalytic converters of diesel-powered
cars – as well as nickel, which is used in EV car batteries. We are learning every day of the Western
dependence on Russia for the production of even more esoteric specialty materials, such as
synthetic sapphire. Some 40% of the global synthetic sapphires required in semiconductor
manufacturing are produced in Russia. This grim picture for European car manufacturers is
weighing on the future outlook of their regional parts suppliers, whose production is linked tightly
to the just-in-time production model of car companies.
While these issues will impair car production – mainly in Europe – it remains to be seen if demand
for new cars will resist high oil prices and growing concerns about inflation. As most of the
traditional car manufacturers had embarked on large investments to migrate their product lines
to EV, such a revenue and demand squeeze could not happen at a worse time. These current
and predictable headwinds have been partly reflected in the recent drop in the stock prices of
most car manufacturers globally. The situation should be monitored carefully as new, unexpected
consequences from the Ukraine war unfold almost daily. In figure 5, we show sentences produced
in 2022 about the impact of the war in Ukraine on the auto industry. We have also attached the
simple 14-line SQL query that extracts these causal relationships from the Causality Link real-time
data lake. It is easy to imagine how such queries can be packaged in an easy-to-use user interface.
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Figure 5. Impact of the Ukraine war on the automotive industry
query= ” ” ”
SELECT targetdkpi.company,array_distinct (array_agg(targetdkpi.basekpi)) KPIs, COUNT (*) cnt,
array_join(max_by(concat(‘||’,ID,’|’, cast(date(date as varchar), ‘ ’ targetkpi.basekpi), date, 5), ‘ ’) text FROM news.links
WHERE sourcekey IN (‘ukraine-war’, ‘russia-war’) AND
targetdkpi.industry=’automobiles’ AND
targetdkpi.company!=’*’ AND
year>=’2022’
Group BY targetdkpi.company
ORDER BY cnt desc
LIMIT 10
”””

Company

0

volkswagen_
corp

KPIs

[risk,export_
activity,
production,
employment,
revenue]

cnt

ESG importance
2022-03-09 supply_chain The memo posted by user Caleb J Schroeter
on Twitter says that the conflict in Ukrainian territory is effecting the
automaker’s supply chain and, consequently, forcing it to suspend
production of the models.

30

20-03-09_production *News How the war in Ukraine Could Affect Car
Production Worldwide 7 Mar 2022 - 20:03
2022-03-08_production AutoForcast Solutions envisions vehicle
production in Russia and Ukraine to be halved this year amid the conflict.
2022-03-05_20.42: The German car group Volkswagen is going to stop
automobile production and exports in Russia due to the war against
Ukraine.

1

2

geely_
holding_group

toyota

[production,
export_
activity,
revenue]

[production,
operatons]

11

22-03-04 sales We note that the risk is firmly towards the downside as a
prolonged conflict will lead to the continued weakening of the country’s
vehicle sales.
2022-03-03 supply_chain The escalating military conflict in Ukraine may
have a negative impact on the supply chain as military conflicts cause
disturbance to transport and economic activity in surrounding regions.
2022-03-04 supply_chain Japanese brand Toyota annouced that
operations in Russia will be suspended until further notice as there are
interruptions in the supply chain due to the war between Russia and
Ukraine

10

2022-03-04 production The two largest automotive groups in the
world, Toyota and Volkswagen, announced the suspension of their car
production in Russia due to the repercussions of the war in Ukraine.
2022-03-04 operations Russia: Toyota and Volkswagen stop operations in
Russia due to war against Ukraine

3

4

5

6

7

renault_group

[production]

tesla

[market,
export_activity

iveco

ford

bmw_group

[employment]

[production,
risk]

[production]

3

2

2

2

2

2022-02-28 supply_chain it did not specify whether its supply chain
had been hit by the conflict, but a spokeswoman said the action was a
consequence of reinforced borders between Russia and neighboring
countries through which parts are carried by truct.
2022-03-04 exports Wiesbaden (dpa) - After a comeback in 2021,
German exports are facing another difficult year due to the Ukraine war.
2022-02-03 market There was no flight to safety in the market that would
suggest the move lower was related to the Russia conflict.
2022-03-07 employees Identical care, which extends to legal and
psychological support as well as special financial initiatives for those in
need, is offered to all employees impacted by this conflict:lveco Group
has a community made up of more that 160 nationalisties and we stand
with all of our people.
2022-03-03 production The U.S. auto maker had diminished its presence
in Russia before the conflict, now only focusing on commercial -van
manufacturing and sales through its joint venture with Soller PJSC.
2022-02-26 risk For automakers, one of the supply-chain concerns
created by the Ukraine conflict centers on the metals palladium, platinum
used in exhaust-scrubbing catalytic converters.
2022-03-10 production But this is only the begining, as the ongoing
conflict could lead to less car production worldwide and a great shortage
of new cars.
2022-03-02 plants War in Ukraine to bring BMW plants across Europe to
standsstill.

8

stallantis

[risk]

1

2022-03-04 risk ‘The war in Ukraine is not a direct cause of this lack of
parts, but the management does not hide its fears of possible future
impacts related to this conflict,’ the union said in a statement.

9

jaguar_land_
rover

[revenue]

1

2022-03-04 deliveries Jaguar Land Rover (JLR), General motors, Aston
Martin and Rolls-Royce are among the automakers that have halted
vehicle deliveries to Russia due to the conflict.

Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
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While this chapter has been focusing on the car industry, because it is important and has
been massively impacted by the conflict, the same analysis can be performed on any other
industry, from commodities to telecommunications and software development services.
The Causality Link ontology today covers over 3,000 different industry segments which
can be aggregated into GICS sectors or analysed individually.

Long-term impact
For our long-term analysis, we use a new methodology relying on the selection of a crucial
intermediate element – the fertilizer industry. We analyse the upstream and downstream
components of that element to understand the price dynamics and availability of fertilizers
as well as their impacts on downstream industries and companies. This ‘bottleneckoriented’ analysis provides only a partial view regarding the impact of the Ukraine war,
but it can be a guide for a more exhaustive analysis which would scan through the most
powerful bottlenecks to cover the entire economy, such as electricity, semiconductors,
financial exchanges and information.
Three days before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, we were alerted by the first text (in Spanish)
linking the Russian-Ukraine war to the cost of producing food in Mexico through the price
and supply of nitrogen fertilizers. Adrian Duhalt, post-doctoral fellow at Baker Institute,
noted that “Russia was the most important (fertilizer) supplier, so any interruption or
decrease in supply – resulting from conflict or trade policy – would put Mexico in trouble”.
Since then, many people have mentioned this connection, notably Svein Tore Holsether,
CEO of the world’s second-largest ammonia production company (Yara), warned on the
fourth day of the conflict: “Now there is additional disruption in supply-chains, and we are
approaching the most important part of this season for the northern hemisphere, where
a lot of fertilizer needs to be moved and most likely that will be affected”. On 9 March, his
company announced that the rapidly increasing price of natural gas would force them to
reduce production in Europe to 45% of capacity.
Figure 6. Weeks count of the mentions of fertilizers and agricultural chemicals in the news
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Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
These two combined factors – reduction of fertilizer exports from Russia and the reduction
of production of fertilizers by Western manufacturers of ammonia, due to the increase in
the price of natural gas – will have a significant negative effect on the supply of fertilizers
for agriculture in 2022 and will lead to a strong increase in the price of this commodity.
The importance of this bottleneck has been talked about in the news, as demonstrated
by the fact that mentions of the fertilizer industry are already at the highest level in seven
years for the same period, as shown in figure 6. Given this growing interest in the fertilizer
industry, we can use causal relationships expressed in text to look to the upstream causes
and downstream impacts of the modifications in fertilizer prices and supply. The downstream
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impacts of fertilizer in food production for the world cannot be underestimated. Half of the
world’s population gets food from the use of fertilizers, and in many cases, the absence of
fertilizers can reduce yield by up to 50%. Swein Tore Holsether, CEO of Yara, stated on 6
March: “For me, it is not whether we are moving into a global food crisis, it is how large the
crisis will be”. He highlighted in particular that a quarter of the key nutrients used in food
production in Europe came from Russia. Several publications have compared the current
situation to that of the 2011 Arab Spring, given that a significant share of the wheat going
to Egypt and other African countries came from Ukraine, where crops may not be planted
in time due to the war. Any additional reduction in yield of food production in the world
due to lower supply of fertilizers or increased cost of the commodity will have widespread
and unpredictable impacts. A positive note relates to the relative advantages of sustainable
agriculture, as the development of improved and not genetically modified varieties of
agricultural crops could help reduce the use of pesticides and fertilizers and the high prices
of natural gas will encourage a number of companies to accelerate their efforts towards the
production of ‘green ammonia’ and decarbonised food value chains. To understand who is
active in that space, we ranked companies in the agricultural products industry by a simple
measure of relative frequency of detection of ESG KPIs vs the profit KPI in the context of
these companies. Figure 10 shows the ten best and the ten worst companies.
Table 4. Relative importance of ESG vs. profit KPIs in the world point of view regarding
fertilizer producing companies
Top ESG importance

Bottom ESG importance

Profit
count

ESG
count

1.670

614

37%

Khaitan
chemicals
fertilizers

Fertilisers
chemicals
travancore

121

43

36%

Intrepid
potash

Q2earth

497

125

25%

Kropz

101

25

Save foods

188

Earth alive clean
technologies

Company

Itronics

ESG
importance

Company

Profit
count

ESG
count

ESG
importance

314

2

1%

2.609

16

1%

Zero gravity
solutions

995

6

1%

25%

Excel crop care

452

2

0%

39

21%

Bharat rasayan

506

2

0%

833

167

20%

Insecticides
India

868

3

0%

Yara International

1.533

198

13%

Sharda
cropchem

606

2

0%

Anhui sierte
fertilizer industry

104

13

12%

Monsanto India

1.241

3

0%

1.257

155

12%

Neochim

10.332

12

0%

355

37

10%

China green
agriculture

2.877

3

0%

Verde agritech
Plant health care

Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.

It appears that ESG issues and prices for natural gas and energy are pushing fertilizer
companies to invest in more energy-efficient methods than the traditional fuel-intensive
types used to manufacture fertilizer components. Mitsui, for example, notes “… as the
world embraces the energy transition, we will work closely with our new partners to
jointly develop new hydrogen markets and applications for low-carbon ammonia …”,
while CGS International has a product line with the highest concentration of seawaterharvested minerals available on the commercial and even the retail market. In a sense,
the current difficulties the fertilizer industry faces will accelerate its migration towards
more environmentally sustainable practices, which were required by the fight against
global warming and to reduce their supply-chain dependence.
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Table 5. Outlook analysis on the fertilizer industry
Top ESG importance
Future

Past 30 days
report

Outlook on
the past 30
days

Drivers

Oil gas consumable
fuels-prices(8),
fertilizers agricultural
chemicalsproduction(7),
fertilizers agricultural
chemicals-export
activity(4),
food productsproduction(4), food
products-volatility(4),
food products-import
activity(3), fertilizersupply shortage(3),
energy sectorprices(3), energy
sector-expenses(2)
1.670

[fertilizers agricultural
chemicalsproduction(5), oil
gas consumable
fuels-prices(4),
food productsproduction(4), food
products-agricultural
yield(4), Ukrainewar(2), china-trade
war(1), fertilizers
agricultural chemicalsemployment(1),
fertilizers agricultural
chemicals-market(1),
world-facility
activity(1)

Outlook
365+ days

Downtrends
25 Feb: FERTILIZERS AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS-VALUE CHAIN (Target date: 24
Feb) However, the progressive normalisation
of international maritime trade and globalvalue chains have been pushing urea prices
down with the same momentum as last year.

11 Mar: WORLD-WAR (Target date:
2022 Mar 10) Fertilizer prices
had already doubled or tripled,
depending on the type, even before
the war, owing to rising energy
and transport costs and sanctions
imposed in 2021 on Belarus, which
produces 18% of the world’s potash,
as it cracked down on dissidents.
10 Mar: GASOLINE-SUPPLY
SHORTAGE (Target date: 9 Mar).
Urea is made from natural gas and
shortages of gas have sent its price
soaring.
10 Mar FERTILIZERS AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS-MARKET (Target date:
31 Mar) The move threatens to shock
the global market and push prices of
fertiliser to new records, exacerbating
food inflation around the world.

27 Feb FERTILIZERS AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS-PRICES (Target date: 31 Mar) In
contrast, urea fertiliser prices should fall slightly
and are unlikely to bounce back, even in the
main rice-growing season.

8 Mar: OIL GAS CONSUMABLE
FUELS-PRICES: UP (Target date: 31
Mar) Russia and Belarus - the world’s
largest producers of potash - have
temporarily halted exports because
of both sanctions and logistical
problems, while nitrogen-based
fertilisers will cost more because of
increases in the price of their key
ingredient, natural gas
8 Mar: UKRAINE-WAR (Target date:
31 Mar) «Fertilizer prices are already
very high, so depending on how long
this conflict lasts we could see prices
increase even more.»
11 Mar FERTILIZERS
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALSPRICES (Target date: 30 Apr)*
Consumption and import growth
will slow slightly from a high base
as fertiliser prices rise over the
coming months.

Outlook 3190 days

Outlook 91365 days

Uptrends
11 Mar: OIL GAS CONSUMABLE
FUELS-PRICES UP (Target date:
10 Mar) High prices for natural
gas - a major input for fertilizer sent fertilizer prices up, so some
farmers postponed purchases.

4 Mar FERTILIZERS
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALSPRICES (Target date: 30 Apr) The
bank said world fertiliser prices are
likely to remain at record levels for
the coming months.

[Ukraine-war(2),
fertilizers agricultural
chemicals-prices(2)

9 Mar UKRAINE-WAR (Target date:
30 Jun) According to Phiri, prices
are expected to rise between June
and July this year due to the war in
Ukraine hence the war will have an
impact on prices of fertilizer.

9 Feb FERTILIZERS AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALSPRICES: DOWN (Target date: 31 Aug, span: 180)
“While cost of inputs in New Zealand are likely to
remain elevated over the year, we see some possibility
that local urea prices will follow global prices lower
over the next six months, although lower local prices
could take three to four months to flow through,”
she said.

10 Mar FERTILIZERS
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALSPRICES (Target date: 31 Dec, span:
365). He detailed that all fertiliser
supplies in the country would be
national this year as international
prices continue growing and
imports become unreliable.

5 Mar FERTILIZERS AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS-PRICES (Target date: 31 Dec, span:
365). «At the beginning of the year, nitrogen
fertilizer prices were already falling, and it was
expected that after the planting season of the
Northern Hemisphere crop, fertilizer prices
would start to fall.

12 Feb FERTILIZERS
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALSPRICES (Target date: 31 Dec 31,
span: 365) «It is a leap of faith
because you spend this extra
money on fertilizer, and you hope
you have a good crop next year
and prices are good to pay that
operating loan back,» Young said.

9 Feb FERTILIZERS AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS-PRICES (Target date: 31 Dec 31)
Midagri foresees that prices will decrease
from 2023 onwards.

Source: Amundi Institute, Causality Link. Data are as of 11 March 2022. For illustrative purposes only.
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Turning to the evolution of the price of fertilizers, the short-term consensus about the
shortage and rising prices for fertilizers gives way to a breadth of opinions. Poland’s
agriculture minister noted: “Polish fertilizer prices are unlikely to decline within twothree months”. According to Mbawaka Phiri, the administrative officer of the Fertilizer
Association of Malawi: “Prices are expected to rise between June and July this year due
to the war in Ukraine; hence the war will have an impact on prices of fertilizer’. Others are
more positive, with an extended price decline generally starting at some point in April
and extend into late summer. Finally, Carolina Ramírez, director of Economic Studies of
the Ministry of Agrarian Development and Irrigation in Peru, foresees prices decreasing
from 2023 onwards, possibly due to the installation of a local fertilizer plant based on
Bayovar phosphates in Piura.
The above table is a good example of the type of knowledge aggregation that is performed
in real time by the Causality Link platform from articles published all over the world into a
single view for any industry.

Conclusion
“The impact of the
Ukraine war on Western
economies will be
massive. In the long
term, a predictable food
shortage will have a
destabilising effect on
many African countries
and will contribute to
a rise in inflation in
Western countries.”
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This report shows that (as of 14 March 2022) the impact of the Ukraine war on Western
economies will be massive. The European car industry is impacted through extensive
perturbations of its supply chain. In the long term, a predictable food shortage will
have a destabilising effect on many African countries and will contribute to a rise in
inflation in Western countries. This report also shows that the situation is evolving so
rapidly that real-time reporting and monitoring becomes crucial to understanding the
implications of the multiple perturbations of our economic system that are unfolding
daily. The advantage of the Causality Link approach is that this update is permanent –
e.g., as news arrives, it is aggregated into a global view of thousands of newspapers in
27 languages as well as in government publications. This ‘wisdom of crowds’ approach
applies to the forecasts related to many indicators, such as prices, production, profit,
GDP, inflation rates and exchange rates, but also to the causal links between these
detections, enabling analysts to focus quickly on emerging topics that will drive the next
narrative.
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About Causality Link
Based on its advanced AI-driven research platform, Causality Link helps investment
research professionals produce smarter decisions by better understanding the
‘causal links’ between their subjects and various market indicators. Causality Link
was formed based on the idea that long-term success in AI and Machine Learning
requires a balance of human and machine collaboration that leverages the strongest
qualities in each. Causality Link’s platform merges explicit expert knowledge of
causation – not simply correlation – with the mathematical power of predictive
analytics, enabling professionals to gain big-picture understanding of the financial
markets. Visit www.causalitylink.com to learn more.
In 2022, Amundi Technology, a provider of innovative technology and services to asset
managers and the savings industry, selected Causality Link to provide insights into
drivers of ESG investment performance. Using the Causality Link platform, Amundi
will explore the future potential ESG performance of companies, industries, and other
key performance indicators (KPIs) of interest. Insights from the platform will augment
Amundi’s current offerings to asset managers and institutional investors worldwide,
giving a real-time picture of global markets derived from millions of documents
processed by Causality Link’s AI-powered platform.

About Amundi Technology
Amundi Technology designs, develops and offers cutting-edge technology solutions
to the savings industry. The solutions are software, available in cloud mode, which meet
the needs of all financial institutions, including asset managers, institutional investors,
private banks and custodians. Amundi Technology is composed of 800 people based
in two technologies hubs in Paris and Dublin, and in 19 countries.

About Amundi Institute
In an increasingly complex and changing world, investors have expressed a critical
need to understand better the environment and the evolution of investment practices
in order to define their asset allocation and build their portfolios. This environment
includes economic, financial, geopolitical, societal, and environmental dimensions.
With the aim to provide a holistic view of the main challenges that investors face
today, and to stimulate ongoing debates and client dialogues, Amundi has created
the Amundi Institute. While being at heart of the global investment process, the
Amundi Institute’s goal is to provide thought leadership, to strengthen the advice,
training, and dialogue on these subjects on all assets, including real assets, for all its
clients -- distributors, institutions, and corporates. Amundi Institute’s goal is to project
Amundi’s views and investment recommendations. It is also responsible for conveying
Amundi’s convictions and its investment and portfolio construction recommendations,
furthering its leadership in these areas.
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Important information
This document is solely for informational purposes. This document does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation
of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of any security or any other product or service. Any securities, products,
or services referenced may not be registered for sale with the relevant authority in your jurisdiction and may
not be regulated or supervised by any governmental or similar authority in your jurisdiction. Any information
contained in this document may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated
in any form and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or
indices. Furthermore, nothing in this document is intended to provide tax, legal, or investment advice. Unless
otherwise stated, all information contained in this document is from Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and is as
of 31 March 2022. Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss. This document is provided
on an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information.
Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis,
forecast or prediction. The views expressed regarding market and economic trends are those of the author and
not necessarily Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and are subject to change at any time based on market and
other conditions, and there can be no assurance that countries, markets or sectors will perform as expected.
These views should not be relied upon as investment advice, a security recommendation, or as an indication
of trading for any Amundi product. Investment involves risks, including market, political, liquidity and currency
risks. Furthermore, in no event shall Amundi have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,
consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages due to its use.
Date of first use: 31 March 2022.
Document issued by Amundi Asset Management, “société par actions simplifiée”- SAS with a capital of
€1,143,615,555 - Portfolio manager regulated by the AMF under number GP04000036 – Head office: 91-93
boulevard Pasteur – 75015 Paris – France – 437 574 452 RCS Paris – www.amundi.com.
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